
PICOSECOND 
ND-YAG LASER  

CELESTIAL 

Focus Lens Technology 

High Peak Power 

100% Tattoo Inks 
Removal 



THEORY 

Picosecond mode of operation is 
based on delivering ultra-short 
picosecond pulses of energy into the 
skin tissue by the principle of light 
mechanical shock wave, pigment is 
“shattered” into finely granular via 
focused energy, are more likely to be 
absorbed by the body metabolism.  
 
Picosecond laser will be to minimize 
the side effects of thermal effect, 
can achieve the goal of almost solve 
all kinds of pigment spots, is better 
than traditional laser spot whitening 
effect. 

SHORTEST PULSE DURATION 

Picosecond presents a new era in deep pigments shattering, offering optimal results for 
the removal of colorful tattoos and begin pigmented lesions with just few treatments. 
 



APPLICATIONS 

All colors of tattoo inks removal, including the most stubborn green, red and yellow ink.  
The picosecond pulses are so rapid they cause a change in pressure that breaks ink apart 
into tiny dust-like particles. These tiny partcles are then absorbed by the lymphatic system, 
a critical part of your body's immune system, and eliminated naturally. 

  “Rocks”          “Pebbles”         “Sand” 



Wrinkles removal. The gentle pressure wave model stimulates the dermis to regenerate 
new collagen, to reduce any aging signs, like wrinkles, fine lines, roughness, etc. 
 
Acne scars removal. The gentle Picosecond laser activates the skin self healing function. 
 
All kinds of pigmentation removal. Using highly targeted energy disrupts the particles 
responsible for a range of pigment conditions like freckles, sunspots and other 
discoloration. 



FEATURES 

1. The pulse width is much shorter than nanosecond ND-YAG laser, minimized damage to    
     surrounding tissue, reducing adverse effects, and rapid recovery after treatment. 
 
2. No possibility of hyperpigmentation after the treatment. 
 
3. High peak power, more effective result, less sessions for treatment, 10 times more    
     effective than nanosecond laser. 
 
4. Very effective for stubborn dermis pigments, such as melasma. 
 
5. 100% removal of stubborn tattoo ink, like green, red and yellow ink. 
 
6. Korea import 7 articular-arm of light guide transmitting, transmiss power is over 95% 



Laser Type                            Picosecond ND-YAG Laser  

Wavelength  

Frequency                             1 - 10Hz 

Dimension of package         112cm*47.5cm*102cm      

Spot Size                                2 - 10mm 

Laser Output Mode             Flat top  

Cooling System                     Air cooling + water cooling  

Energy  

Pulse Width  

Beam of Light 
Transmission  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

    1064nm, 532nm 

    750PS 

    0.3 - 31.8J/cm² 

7 articular-arm of light guide transmitting 
transmission power is more than 95% 

Voltage      220V/110V 

Weight      N.W. 109.6KG          G.W. 164.6KG 



Before&After 


